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UKUKUKUK: : : : CHEAPER PETROL WILL CHEAPER PETROL WILL CHEAPER PETROL WILL CHEAPER PETROL WILL BOOST CONSUMERSBOOST CONSUMERSBOOST CONSUMERSBOOST CONSUMERS    

Berenberg Macro Flash 
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ActualActualActualActual    0.3%0.3%0.3%0.3%    1.4%1.4%1.4%1.4%    

Previous 0.5% 1.3% 

Consensus 0.4% 1.4% 

Berenberg 0.4% 1.5% 

    
Cheaper petrol drags down Cheaper petrol drags down Cheaper petrol drags down Cheaper petrol drags down UUUUKKKK    inflation.inflation.inflation.inflation. CPI inflation slipped to 0.3% in January, from 0.5% in December, a 
touch below consensus estimates. The 16.2% yoy fall in petrol prices was the main factor dragging down inflation 
relative to December, though falling food prices also detracted 0.1ppt relative to December’s inflation rate. There 
were tell-tale signs of sterling’s rise last year still feeding through too, with a broad based fall in recreation and 
culture prices contributing to the decline in inflation. On the other hand, the strength of domestic spending may 
also be showing up, with smaller clothing discounts than this time last year pushing up on inflation. Still, those 
discounts turned out to be a little larger than we had expected, which explains our 0.1ppt overestimate of infla-
tion. 
 
Can there be better economic news than cheaper petrol and food prices?Can there be better economic news than cheaper petrol and food prices?Can there be better economic news than cheaper petrol and food prices?Can there be better economic news than cheaper petrol and food prices? For years British consumers have 
struggled with the squeeze from rising food, fuel and electricity prices. Now that process has gone into reverse 
the ever reliable UK household is left with more money to spend elsewhere, which should put the zip back in the 
UK recovery this year. The UK is a net oil and food importer so these price falls really are just like a tax cut, the 
opposite of the painful VAT rises of previous years. That is the main reason why we look for 3.2% GDP growth for 
2015 as a whole, and for consumption to record its largest increase in a decade. 
 
No risk of a deflationary spiral.No risk of a deflationary spiral.No risk of a deflationary spiral.No risk of a deflationary spiral. With every decline in inflation, the screams about Japanification and deflation-
ary sprials will probably get louder. But those worries are overblown. Developments in the UK just recently have 
very little, if anything, in common with Japan. The UK has not seen low inflation because domestic wages are 
falling, or because the authorities have left problems in the banking system to fester. Rather the UK is seeing low 
inflation primarily because oil prices have tanked and sterling’s rise has made imports cheaper. Core inflation, 
which excludes food and energy, rose today to 1.4% from 1.3% in December, highlighting how concentrated in a 
couple of areas recent price falls have been. The UK authorities have generated solid nominal growth over the 
past five years, unemployment continues to drop quickly and the labour market is tightening on almost every 
available measure. In those conditions a deflationary spiral is unlikely.  
 
The sort of theoretical worry that consumers will delay sThe sort of theoretical worry that consumers will delay sThe sort of theoretical worry that consumers will delay sThe sort of theoretical worry that consumers will delay spending to take advantage of cheaper prices tpending to take advantage of cheaper prices tpending to take advantage of cheaper prices tpending to take advantage of cheaper prices to-o-o-o-
morrow is far fetched for the UK.morrow is far fetched for the UK.morrow is far fetched for the UK.morrow is far fetched for the UK. It’s as simple as this: no-one is going to delay buying a television because it 
cost them less to fill up the car with petrol. The UK’s recent history of high and volatile inflation also shows that 
consumers believe the Bank of England has the will and the tools to bring inflation back to target. Inflation expec-
tations may slide over the coming months, but long-run expectations, which matter the most, should remain 
steadfast if history is any guide. In any case, with the labour market tightening fast, any slip in the inflation out-
look is unlikely to lead to lower wage growth.  
 
Inflation may be close to troughing.Inflation may be close to troughing.Inflation may be close to troughing.Inflation may be close to troughing. With oil prices rebounding above $60 in recent days, petrol prices have 
little further to fall and may even rise in coming weeks. Forthcoming gas price cuts will drag on inflation, but 
those cuts are relatively small and will not affect everyone’s bills (mostly only those on standard tariffs), so those 
cuts are unlikely to be a game changer. The inflation trough will probably come in June when the curious timing 
of clothing discounting last year will depress inflation to probably 0.1%.. After that, inflation should pick up, grad-
ually at first then rapidly between November 2015 and February 2016 as recent petrol price falls drop out of the 
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annual inflation comparison. Sterling’s rise through 2014 along with past weak wage growth should keep infla-
tion under wraps for 2016 as well, but once the former effect wanes and wage growth improves inflation should 
return to the inflation target. That is why we expect the BoE to hike rates faster than the market expects, starting 
with a first hike in February next year. Indeed, oil’s recent price rises may be slightly increasing the risk of a No-
vember 2015 rate hike. While rate setters say they will look through the effects of oil on the inflation outlook, that 
can only ever be partially true, particularly on the downside when inflation could turn negative. Anything that 
cuts that risk could bring forward the first hike a little.  
 
    JANJANJANJAN    DECDECDECDEC    NOVNOVNOVNOV    OCTOCTOCTOCT    SEPSEPSEPSEP    AUGAUGAUGAUG    

yoy 0.3% 0.5% 1.0% 1.3% 1.2% 1.5% 
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